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When the The Dinosauria was first published more than a decade ago, it was hailed as "the best

scholarly reference work available on dinosaurs" and "an historically unparalleled compendium of

information." This second, fully revised edition continues in the same vein as the first but

encompasses the recent spectacular discoveries that have continued to revolutionize the field. A

state-of-the-science view of current world research, the volume includes comprehensive coverage

of dinosaur systematics, reproduction, and life history strategies, biogeography, taphonomy,

paleoecology, thermoregulation, and extinction. Its internationally renowned authors&#151;forty-four

specialists on the various members of the Dinosauria&#151;contribute definitive descriptions and

illustrations of these magnificent Mesozoic beasts.The first section of The Dinosauria begins with

the origin of the great clade of these fascinating reptiles, followed by separate coverage of each

major dinosaur taxon, including the Mesozoic radiation of birds. The second part of the volume

navigates through broad areas of interest. Here we find comprehensive documentation of dinosaur

distribution through time and space, discussion of the interface between geology and biology, and

the paleoecological inferences that can be made through this link. This new edition will be the

benchmark reference for everyone who needs authoritative information on dinosaurs.
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Here, at last, is an authoritative, scholarly review of current dinosaur research. International experts

wrote the individual chapters and, although the style is very technical, there is a lot here for

interested amateurs. The first short section describes dinosaur biology, relationships, and



distribution. It features, among other things, an interesting discussion of the recent dinosaur

controversies (comet-related extinctions, warm-bloodedness, etc.) and a list (with maps) of

worldwide dinosaur sites. The second section is a detailed dinosaur taxonomy that tends toward

involved descriptions of bones, but it also has good information about the discovery and

paleoecology of the different groups. The excellent bibliography, containing more than 2500 entries,

will be especially useful for those who want more than just popular accounts of dinosaurs. Highly

recommended for academic and large public libraries.- Amy Brunvand, Fort Lewis Coll. Lib.,

Durango, Col.Copyright 1991 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

"The first freewheeling collaboration between specialists in the Eastern Bloc, China and the West. . .

. No other work has every single scaled, plated, horned and fanged player lined up for

inspection."--Milo Miles, "LA Weekly

This book is fantastic. It's it very in depth regarding dinosaur phylogeny which is exactly what I was

looking for. I wouldn't recommend it to someone without some biology background but if you are

looking for a more recent, scientifically in-depth book on the subject this is wonderful!

To read this book, you will need to be aware of the comparative anatomy basis at least. A good

knowledge of the osteology is highly recommended. "The Dinosauria" is rather a heavy one both in

sense of its own weight and its style and content. You can hardly carry it to lessons or anywhere

else, so that this book is for home reading only. It might be better to choose e-book item.No

coloured pictures.

Our grandson requested this book for Christmas. We were very surprised at the incredibly detailed

and scientific text, but Henry is 12 and has all the other reference works so we bought it for him. His

Mother says he will be thrilled, so we're confident that our future paleontologist will be pleased.

'The Dinosauria' is the most detailed, yet accessible book available on the topic.

This book will likely become a classic. I hope they sell it at the Smithsonian. It portrays Dinosaurs as

what they were, magnificent beasts that fill us with wonder.



This is a must have for any dinosaur paleontologist. It is technical, but overall an easy read. The

paperback version is easier tote around

Great book intended for practicing paleontologists & advanced graduate students only. Too dense

for the casual person interested in dinosaurs. Requires through knowledge of advanced cladistics,

reptilian osteology and more.
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